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Abstract--The paper concerns the parameter estimation of a stochastic process. We consider ecursive 
estimating procedures based on the idea of  stochastic approximation: 
p,+~ = p, - ~,F,+ ~(r,+ ~ ,p,), (1) 
where {#,} is a sequence of  positive reals and {F,} is a sequence of functions depending on observations 
{ Y, } of the process and parameters p. We try to construct functions F, (estimating functions) in an optimal 
way. We look for the optimal F, to be of  the form F, = w, f , ,  where {f,} is a sequence of some functions 
depending on the model of  the process while matrix (in general) w, is selected in such a way as to make 
the procedure (1) optimal. The notion of  optimality of  the procedure of  identification is based on previous 
results. 
Remarks concerning notation 
All vectors considered are columns, x '  denotes transposition (hence x '  is a row vector). Matrices and 
vectors are multiplied according to the usual rules. If f E R m is a vector depending on a vector x E R", 
then 
 i_F i,l F ll ' 
- L~)~-' ; , . . . ' , :  ~x  = L~;x ' j  " 
If X e R" is a random vector, X = [X~]i= 1 ....... then EX = [EXJ;= ~ ....... 
var(X) = E(X  - EX) (X  - EX)" = [covar(X~, Xj)]i,j =t ...... • 
If A is a square matrix A = [au]~,j= t ....... then 
n 
trA = ~ a~; 
t 
hence, in particular, 
n 
trvar(X) = ~ var(Xi) 
! 
where X = [Xd~= I . . . .  . We use I' I to denote the quadratic norm in the appropriate finite dimensional 
space R n, i.e. [x I ~ ='x 'x ,  x e R ~. If A, B are n x n symmetric matrices then A ~> B means that A - B is 
positive semidefinite. 
1. PRESENTAT ION 
In Section 2 wc recall the notion of an estimating equation as introduced by Kendall [I] and 
developed by Durbin [2]. Following Durbin wc introduce apartial order within the set of estimating 
equations related to the identified process. We introduce also the notion of an estimating function, 
a notion closely related to the concept of an estimating equation. We recall briefly the itcrativc way 
of solving an infinite number of estimating equations by an itcrativc, stochastic approximation 
type, estimating procedure. Following the results of previous works [3, 4] we introduce the notion 
of an optimal iterative estimating procedure. In Section 3 we discuss the notion of elementary 
estimating function (which slightly generalizes the concept of an estimating function) and discuss 
an example. Now, given a sequence of elementary estimating functions related to the identified 
process, we construct a class of iterative estimating procedures and formulate the problem of 
finding the best (i.e. optimal) estimating procedure within this class. 
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In Section 4 we solve this problem completely and present some examples illustrating the theory 
developed in the paper. 
2. EST IMATING EQUATIONS AND FUNCTIONS 
Let X = {y~}~ be a stochastic process with values in R m, defined on the probability space 
(f~, F, P). Assume that all finite dimensional distributions of {y~} depend on the fixed number of 
parameters q = (qt . . . . .  qd)" e R d. 
More precisely, let us assume that there exists a family of measures on (Rm)~ P = (Pq, q e g d) 
such that statistical space (f~, F, P) is a statistical model of the process {Yi}. 
Let us fix a natural number n. Any Borel mapping Fn:(R~)n x Rd-.+ R k such that 
Vq e R d, EqF.(y , , . . . ,  y., q) = f F.(yt . . . . .  y., q) dP q = O, 
d( Rm) ~ 
where Pq denotes the joint distribution of y~ . . . . .  y., will be called an X-estimating function (of 
q) (EF or X-EF). 
We will use the notation, F.(Yn,p) if Yn = (Yt . . . . .  Y.), P e Ra. 
Remark 1 
Note that if F(n~, ) and -n2 F( ) are two EFs of dimensions k~ and k2, respectively, then for any two 
matrices At and A2 with elements depending (maybe) on q and of dimensions k x k~ and k × k2, 
respectively, a r0 )± a ~-(2) is also an estimating function. We will call such an EF a linear XXlJt n l  T - ,12,t n2 
combination of Fit, ) and/7(2) 
- -n2  • 
Let us assume further that the model of the process {y~} is such that for every sample 
Yn = (Yt . . . . .  y,), one Jan find an EF Fn(Y,, q) such that matrices 
dF(Y~,p) dF(Y , ,p)  
?p, , Ep 09' (2) 
exist and are continuous as functions of p e R d. 
In the following we will consider only such processes and EFs. 
Remark 2 : 
Note that, if every distribution Pq has density ¢)n(Yn, q), continuously differentiable with respect 
to q, then process X, having finite dimensional distributions Pq, would have the above mentioned 
property, since we could take 
Fn(Y~,q)=y~-Eq(y~ly,_]  . . . . .  Yt )=Y, - - jYn~n(Yn,  Y , - , ,q ) /~- , (Yn_ t ,q )dy~ n >t2. 
Fn obviously satisfies requirements (2). 
Thus processes with differentiable finite dimensional densities in fact form a subclass of the 
processes considered in this paper. 
Suppose that for every n there exist an X-EF{Fn } satisfying requirements (2). Thus, for a given 
process we have a sequence {Fn} of EFs. 
We will say that X = {Yi} is finitely identifiable (FI) by the sequence {Fn} of EFs, if there exist 
two natural numbers no >t nl >I 1 such that for every n t> no there exist nl matrices A I , . . . ,  Ant with 
d rows and the proper number of columns and coordinates, being of class Ct as functions o fp  e R a, 
and such that d x d matrices 
nl OFn+t-i(Yn+ - .p )  E.Ea, t c3p' n =no,  no+ 1 . . . . .  
are nonsingular for every p e R d. 
Example I 
Let {y~} be a simple two-dimensional process met often in control engineering. Namely, let 
y i=(x ,  ui) ' i= l , . . ,  q=(a ,b ) ' , [a [< l  
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and 
xi+ t = ax~ + bu~ + e~+ ~ i = O, 1 . . . . .  
where processes {u~} and {e~} are independent and, moreover, that Exo = O, Eu~ = O, Exou~ = O, 
i=O . . . .  ; E(eAx~_~,u, . . . . .  Xo, Uo)=O, i= l , . . . ;  Ee~,Eu~_ l<oo,  i= l  . . . .  ; and Eu, u /=O,  
i , j  =1 . . . .  i# j .  
If we take F . (Y . ,  q )  =y ._ l (x .  - ax . _ l  - bu ._ l ) ,  then we have 
0q' kx._ lu._ i, u. 2- ' 
Since x~ is a(ui_ i . . . . .  uo, ei . . . .  , el, Xo) measurable and Ex~ = 0 we have 
This matrix is nonsingular, if only Ee~ > 0 and Eu~ > 0. Hence {y~} is FI by the sequence 
{yi_ ,(x, -- ax ._ ,  -- bu._ 1)}~" 
In the following we will be concerned only with sequences of EFs {F. } that finitely identify a 
given process {yi}. Note also that, if we have a sequence of FI X-EFs {F.} then we can always 
redefine them (by taking proper linear combinations) and assume that 
OF. p=q 
Vn >/1, Eq -~p is nonsingular. 
Suppose now, that we are given a sequence of EFs finitely identifying a stochastic process of 
interest. In order to get a sequence of estimators of unknown parameters, it is sufficient o solve 
the sequence of equations 
F . (Y . ,p )  = 0 n = I . . . .  
and obtain a sequence of estimators {p.}~o f q. 
Every system of equations F . (Y . ,p )  = 0 will be called an estimating equation. The notion of an 
estimating equation was introduced by Kendall [1] and developed and applied to time series by 
Durbin [2]. 
Now, since for a given process to be identified one can give many different EFs, and consequently 
equations, there is a need also to be able to select the better ones. In other words, one needs a 
criterion to compare different EFs (or equations). We will follow the idea presented by Durbin [2]. 
Let F~. ~) and F<) be two EFs, both such that the matrices 
a . .  . 0r.°(Y. ,q) 
Aq) = ~q ~ i = 1, 2 
are nonsingular for q ¢ R d. We will say that F~. I) is not worse than F~. 2) iff for every q ~ R a, 
trvarq(A i-~(q)F°)(Y., q)) ~< trvarq(A ~-~(q)F{))(Y., q)). 
We now have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 
Let {Yi} be such a process that for every n there exists a joint density O.(Y., q )o f  Yl . . . . .  Y.. 
Assume, moreover, that the vector 
a In ¢.(Y., q) 
q,.(Y., q) = aq 
exists and has coefficients continuous as functions of q. 
Suppose also that 
trvarq~O.(Y., q) < ov q ~ R d, 
then for every EF F.(Y. ,  q) such that the matrix 
eFt(Y, ,  q) 
Eq aq 
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exists and is nonsingular, the matrix 
q,} q,, 
is positive semidefinite. Moreover, it is equal to the zero matrix, iff there exists a d x d matrix A 
with elements depending only on q and such that 
F.(Y., q) = AO.(Y., q). 
Proof The proof follows for the generalized (by Cramer [5]) Buniakowski-Schwartz inequality. 
Remark 3 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 1 $.(Y., q) is the best EF. 
Note also that d/.(Y.,p)= 0 is in fact a maximum likelihood equation. 
In many cases it is not easy and reasonable to solve estimating equations. For one reason, they 
may be nonlinear. Secondly, little is known about the behaviour of the solutions {p.} of the 
sequence of estimating equations F.(Y. ,p.)= 0. In general, it is difficult to prove even their 
consistency. Thirdly, in many cases met in engineering practice the parameters slowly vary. That 
is, finite dimensional distributions of the process {Yi} depend on different sets of parameters 
(altogether there are infinitely many of them). The variation of parameters i  however often slow 
in time (if indices n = 1 . . . .  are to be interpreted as time). That is, parameters describing, say, 
distribution of Y. and I". +j differ very little. In this situation one can imagine stimating them in 
the usual way (i.e. as if they did not change), however, by so-called on-line procedures. By this 
we mean procedures having the following property: an estimator based on the sample Y.+~ can 
be presented as a sum of the estimator based on Y. plus a correction based on recently collected 
observations. Hence, if we are able to construct an on-line estimating procedure, the influence of 
the old observations on the value of the recent estimator diminishes. Thus, if parameters varied 
slowly, i.e. were very different from the actual ones for the samples taken a long time ago, the 
on-line procedure would not estimate those "old" parameters. 
Further precise developments of the above intuitive remarks can be found in any book on 
identification written for control engineers; which is why we will not develop this topic here. What 
is important is that on-line procedures are of special value for practical purposes. 
Hence, how to construct a sequence of estimators, at least consistent, if one is given a sequence 
{r.} of EFs? 
A partial answer is given in Ref. [3]. The main result of Ref. [3] states that, under certain 
conditions concerning functions F,(Y,,p) and a sequence of positive reals {/~,} a sequence of 
elements of g d, given by the recursive formula 
p.+~ =p.--p.F.+I(Y~+~,p.) n =0, 1 . . . . .  (3) 
is in fact a strongly consistent sequence of estimators of unknown parameter q • R d, i.e. sequence 
{p. } converges with probability 1 to q. 
We will not quote the results of Ref. [3] here. In particular, we will not mention all the sufficient 
conditions that guarantee the convergence of equation (3). We will only recall briefly that these 
conditions can be divided into two groups. In one group there are conditions concerning, so to 
say, deterministic properties of the functions F.(Y.,p) as functions of p. They require that the 
function I F . (Y . ,p ) -  F.(Y., q)l does not grow too fast (as a function of IP -q  I), and that the 
function (p -q ) ' (F . (Y . ,p ) -  F.(Y., q)) is positive "on average". What is meant by "on average" 
is explained precisely in Ref. [3]. 
The second group of conditions is concerned with the fact that F.(Y.,p),p •R  d are in fact 
d-dimensional random vectors such that E~F.(Y., q)= O. 
More precisely, the second group of conditions requires that the sequence of random vectors 
~ ai_ ,Fi( Yi, ai_ , 
1 l1  
tends to zero with probability 1. The sequence of real numbers {a~} appearing here is related to 
the sequence of reals {/~.} determining procedure (3) in the following way. Namely, the sequence 
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{/~.} should be that 
0o 
kt0=l, 0<~#.<1, ~#.=~.  
I 
Then the sequence {ai} is defined by the sequence {/~.} by the relationship 
a0=l  #.=a.  ai n/>0. 
Thus, in fact, the second group of conditions requires that the random errors of the estimating 
equations ort of "compensate in the average" (weighted average in fact). 
It is worth mentioning at this point that one can modify procedure (3) and, following the ideas 
presented in Ref. [6], randomize it in the following way: 
p.+, = p. - -  #.r.. +,(Y,. +, p.), (4) 
where {q. } are discrete random variables independent of the process {yi } and q. is distributed on 
the set { 1 . . . . .  n }. We use here the following notations: 
F,.(Y,.,p)I(q.=k)= Fk(Yk,p) a.s., 
where I(.) denotes the index function. 
If we used modification (4) then, as can be seen easily, the role of the function F. in the theory 
of procedure (1) is now played by the function 
F.(Y. ,p)= f P(rl.=k)Fk(Yk,p). 
k~l  
This slight modification can allow us sometimes to evade the "severity" of the conditions of the 
first group. 
3. ELEMENTARY EFs 
We will start with an example. Let us consider once more Example 1. It is well-known that 
estimators of the parameters a and b are given by 
Ia"l = x~ ~oX,U, xi_tx, 
x,u, Zou,, 
n =2,3 , . . . .  
These estimators can be presented in the following recursive way or, in other words, can be 
obtained from the following "on-line" procedure: 
XiUi 
[a"+:]=Ia"l--(1/n ) : (a.x.+b.u.-x.+,) 
b. 2o X,., ,12u  u. 
no J 
(5) 
which converges, if the sequence 
n 
Zu /n 
0 
tends with probability 1 to some positive constant (so-called exciting control). 
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Note that we have here a sequence of one-dimensional EFs {ax. + bu. - x~ + ~ }, not necessarily 
FI. This sequence has the following important property: 
Ea,b(ax.+bu.-x.+l lx . . . . . .  x0, u0) = 0 n -- 1 . . . . .  
The FI sequence F. of X-EFs is obtained from the sequence {ax. + bu. - x. +~} by multiplying 
the nth element of this sequence by the 2 x 1 (i.e. vector) matrix w. proportional to the vector 
(x., u.)'. 
We will try to generalize this remark and hence we will assume that for a process {y~} to be 
identified, one is given a sequence {f.} of EFs having the following property. There exists a 
nondecreasing sequence of natural numbers {r(n)}, 0 ~< r(n) < n, such that 
Eq(f.(Y., q)lY~.)) = 0 q e R a, 
where Y,~.) denotes the a-field generated by the sample Y.~.). 
The sequence {f.} will be called a sequence of elementary estimating functions (sequence of 
EEFs) and the number 
lira sup(n - r(n)) 
p l~oo 
will be called its order. If the lim sup does not exist then we will say that {f. } is of infinite order. 
We used the word elementary to underline the fact that we will not consider procedure (3) with 
functions F. substituted by f . ,  but using the values of the functions f .  we will construct EFs 
F. to be used in procedure (3). The term elementary refers also to the fact that in most cases 
functions f .  are based strictly on the model of the process {y~}. 
We will seek matrices uch as w. (called weight matrices), having d rows and the proper number 
of columns, with elements depending on Y,~.) and p • R d, of class C~ as functions of p and such 
that 
F.(Y.,p) = w.(Y,(.),p)f.(Y.,p) n >t 1 
is an FI sequence of X-EFs. 
Note that, if one sequence of weight matrices {w.} exists, then by multiplying w., n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
by a d x d matrix An with elements depending on p and of class C1 we get another sequence of 
weight matrices. Hence, for a given sequence of EEFs one can usually give many different sequences 
of weight matrices. Sometimes there are some restrictions on the choice of weight matrices. Let 
us denote by W the set of all admissible sequences of weight matrices, i.e. the sequences {w. } that 
satisfy the imposed restrictions. We will say that the sequence {~. } of weight matrices is optimal 
within the admissible set W for the iterative proceduret 
Pn+ l = Pn - -  ]'~n142n+ l(Yr(n + I), P.) f  .+ ,(Y.+,. P.) (6) 
iff {~.} •W and the functional 
where 
c~F.(Y., q) -' 
lim sup trvarJEq F - -  ] F.(Y. ,q)},  
.~oo [ l Oq / 
F . (Y , ,q )= ~ a,-,wi(Y, to, q)fi(Yi, q) a,_l 
I 
a0 = 1, a i aj =/,ti ,  
{w,} e W, 
assumes its minimum value for {w.} = {ft.}. 
tNote that the idea of using weight matrices in constructing procedures of the form (6) is similar to the idea of using 
the so-called instrumental variable in the construction of consistent estimators of parameters in time-series analysis. 
However, instrumental variables, at least as presented by Young [7], are rather vague notions used only to assure 
consistency of the considered estimations. One does not consider them as means to optimize the identifying 
procedure. 
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That is, by selecting weight matrices in an optimal way, we construct an EF (and equation) 
F~(Y~,p), the best within the class of EFs, of the form 
~ a~_ iwtf i, 
I 
where functions f~ are given. On the other hand, we note that procedure (6) with optimal weight 
matrices converges the quickest, at least as far as the stochastic aspect of its convergence is
concerned [of. 3]. 
4. OPTIMAL ESTIMATING PROCEDURES 
We will solve completely the problem of finding the optimal weight matrices within the largest 
admissible set. By the largest admissible set we mean the set of sequences of weight matrices {w, } 
such that w, is a matrix of the proper dimension with coordinates depending on Y~,) and p and 
of class C~ as a function of p. The optimal solution exists in this case provided some additional, 
but rather natural assumptions are made about the sequence of EEFs. The problem with this 
optimal solution is that it has a very complicated form in cases where the order of a given sequence 
of EEF is > 1. Hence, the value of such optimal matrices is purely theoretical. In practical situations 
one can use the information about the structure of the optimal solution (i.e. optimal weight 
matrices) to define another simple admissible set of weight matrices and seek the optimal solution 
within this restricted set. For example, if it turns out that the optimal matrices have elements that 
are linear functions of the elements of the sample Y~.) (i.e. w, has such coordinates), then we can 
consider, as class W of admissible weight matrices, a set of matrices w. that have elements 
depending only on y,<.) and YRS.- 0 in a linear way. Obviously for every n >/2 we would have to 
find only two optimal coefficients (matrices in fact) of the linear combination, ot r(n) coefficients 
as would be required in the case of the largest admissible set of weight matrices. 
Anyway, the above are just general remarks and proposals. We want to stress only that, as in 
the case of optimal control, knowledge of the properties of the optimal solution allows us to 
construct a suboptimal solution (an optimal within a smaller set of possible solutions), which 
sometimes can be simpler to find. 
In order to find the optimal weight matrices w,(Y,~),p) we will need the following auxiliary 
random matrices: 
b~/(Y,~m~¢~,j)), q) = E~(f~(Y~, q)f~(Yi' q)l Y,~ma~<~,,)) i, j = 1 . . . . .  (7) 
We will use also the notation b o. or b~j(q) for simplicity. We will need also the following matrices: 
(Of,(Y,,q) ly "~ c~=c~(q)=c~(Y,~o,q)=Eq~ "- ~;q, i,<0 ] i=1 . . . . .  (8) 
Basic properties of the above matrices are given in the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2 
Suppose the sample Y. has density ¢,.(Y~, q)continuously differentiable with respect o q, then 
Vi <<.n, c'(q)= - Eq( f~(Y~'q) o ln~(Y"'q)Oq Y,0~) 
Proof. The equality 
= aEq(f~(Y,,p)lY,~O)Oq, p=q 
a .s .  
. . OE~( f , (Y , ,P ) IY ,og l  cAq) = ~q, p=q a.s. 
follows from the fact that f~(Yt,P) is of class C1 as a function of p ~ R d. We have 
Vq ~ R d, ff~(Y,., q)O~(Y~, q) dye.., dy~o = O, J 
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where q~i( Ye, q) is the density of Y~. Now differentiating both sides of this identity and making use 
of our assumptions we obtain 
c,(q) = -Eq ( f i (Y .  q) ~In q~,(Y~, q) 
Further, since 
and 
E 0 q) 
Eq(fi(Yi, q)lY~0) = 0 a.s., 
we get the desired first equality. 
Lemma 3 
If matrices b~, i = 1 . . . . .  are nonsingular, then 
and 
a.s.  
Eq(f ~(Y. q)f;(Y, q)l Yru))/> bij(q)b)j'(q)bj~(q) 
b~i(q) >1 Eq(bij(q)b~t(q)bjt(q)[Y~(o) a.s. 
a.s.  
Q.E.D. 
a.s. t j>~i. 
if 
Further, if Y~ has density q~.(II., q) continuously differentiable with respect o q and, moreover, 
Eq 01nq~.(Y~,q) 2
0q < oo, 
then 
c~ (q)biTl(q)ci(q) <~ Eq ( ~ ln ~n( Y~' O ln ~n( Yn' q) l Y'~° 
a.s.  
Proof. The above inequalities are simple consequences of the definitions of the matrices 
bij, c~, i, j = 1 . . . . .  and of the generalized (by Cramer [5]) Buniakowski-Schwartz inequality. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us consider the following functionals defined on the sequence of weight matrices wi(¥~0, q): 
H.(wl . . . . .  w.) = trvarq E ai-twifi ai_ iwifi • 
Taking into account he definition of the matrices ci and the properties of conditional expectations, 
we see that 
H.(Wl, . . ., w.) = trvarq a~_ lWiCi a i_ iwi . 
I 
Note that H~ has the following property: for every d x d nonsingular matrix A with elements 
depending on q we have 
H~(Aw, . . . . .  Aw.) = H~(Wl . . . . .  w.). 
Hence the set of weight matrices wt . . . . .  w. minimizing H~ is not defined uniquely. 
Now using functionals H., n = 1 . . . . .  we can formulate the problem of the optimal estimating 
procedure. Find a sequence of weight matrices {ffi} (within the admissible set in general) such that 
for any other sequence of weight matrices {wi} we have 
lim sup H~(wl . . . . .  w.) >>. lim sup H.(ffl . . . . .  ft.). 
n~oo n~ot3  
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In other words the criterion of optimality in the choice of weight matrices has the following form: 
find a sequence of weight matrices W = (wl . . . .  ) such that the functional 
lim sup H~(wl . . . . .  w~) =df H(WI ,  . • .  )=H(W)  
n~oo 
is minimized. Obviously there are many minimizing sequences. We will find one of them. 
In order to solve this problem let us introduce the following notation. Let I,I/~ denote any 
sequence of weight matrices that has all zero elements tarting from the element of the number 
n + 1, i.e. W~ = (w~ . . . . .  w~,0 . . . .  ). Thus, Hn(wl . . . . .  w,)  = H(W~) .  Let us consider also the 
following auxiliary problem of minimization. Find the weight matrix w~ that minimizes the 
following functional: 
H(')~l,. .w, _,(w,)  =dr Hn(wl,  . . • , w,_  ,, w,) .  
Now let W = (w~ . . . .  ) be the optimal sequence of weight matrices, i.e. the one minimizing the 
functional H. Denote W~ = (Wl . . . . .  w~, 0 . . . .  ). We obviously have 
H(W,)  = H , (w, , .  . . ,  w , , )>~minH~:  . . . . . .  .. ,(w,,)=H(")__w,. ,~, _,(w*)>~ . . .  >~H(W) .  
w n 
Since 
H(W,)  ,~2 H(W) ,  
we deduce that the optimal sequence of weight matrices Wl . . . . .  can be found in the following way. 
Suppose for some natural no we have found matrices w~ . . . . .  w~ 0that form the beginning of the 
optimal sequence. (We cannot always take no = 1 since the functional H~(w~ ) may not be defined. 
However, since we assume that the sequence {fn} of EEFs is such that {wj ,}  is FI, there exists 
no such that H,~ is already well-defined.) Then the next elements of the optimal sequence can be 
found by solving a sequence of auxiliary minimization problems: 
W,o+i minimizes -- w~,H~"°). ., Who ('), 
Wn0+2 minimizes H~ o+ l) wn w, ~ (') 
' ' "  " '  0"  0 + 
and so on. 
In this way we have reduced the problem of finding the optimal infinite sequence of weight 
matrices to the finite dimensional problem of finding the optimal w~ . . . .  , w, 0. 
In order to simplify further considerations let us assume that the range of all EEFs is the same, 
say k-dimensional. Hence b U, i, j = 1 . . . . .  are k x k matrices, c~, i = 1 . . . . .  are k x d matrices, 
while w~, i = 1 . . . . .  are d x k matrices. 
Before we give the solution of the above-mentioned minimization problem, let us consider the 
problem of minimizing the functional H~(w~ . . . . .  w,)  for fixed n 1> no. The solution, even if it is 
not always useful (with one exception), since the optimal weight matrices depend on n, will have 
some interesting properties. 
Besides, if we introduce proper topology in the space of the sequences of weight matrices the 
solution of this auxiliary problem will tend (under some technical assumptions) weakly to the 
solution of the problem of minimizing the functional H. 
Theorem 1 
Let ~,  i = 1 . . . . .  n, be the weight matrices minimizing H,,(w~ . . . . .  w,,), then ~i, i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
satisfy the following system of linear integral equations: 
~a j_  ~E(b~jrP~ IY,t0) = c,A i = 1 . . . . .  n, (9) 
I 
where A is any nonrandom nonsingular matrix with elements depending on p ~ R a. 
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Moreover, if matrices E(f~f~lY~_ t), i = 1 . . . . .  n, are nonsingular with probability 1, and the 
density #n(Y~,p)  of Y~ exists and satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, then the system of 
equations (9) with A = I has a unique solution which in the case of r( i)  = i - 1, i = 1 . . . . .  n, is 
given by 
Wi = c~bi~l/ai_ 1 i = 1 . . . . .  n. (10) 
Proof. See the Appendix. 
Corollary 1 
Let w~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, satisfy the system of equations (9). Then: 
(i) var aj_ i wif~ = E ~ a~_, wi ci. 
I 
Hence, in particular, the matrix 
n 
E ~. ai_ IW iC i  
I 
is positive definite. 
(ii) Suppose that Y~ has joint density ~(Y~,q)  continuously differentiable with 
respect to q and let ~;, i = 1 . . . . .  n, be weight matrices that minimize the 
following functional: 
t rvar (~ la i _ lw i f i _a  In ~(Yn, q )~,~q ,]" 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix A with elements depending on q such that 
~i = Awi i= l , . . . ,n .  
Proof. See the Appendix. 
Thus the estimating equation 
n 
~, ai - l  w,f i  = 0 
l 
with optimal weight matrices w~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, is the best mean-squares approximation of the 
maximum likelihood equation, 
a In ff~(Yn, P) 
=0.  
That is, one can approximate the distribution of Y~ without knowing it exactly. 
It is easy to see that it is rather difficult to solve the system of integral equations (9), except for 
the case when r( i)  = i - 1. The situation will be even worse, if we pass to the general problem of 
the optimal choice of weight matrices. 
First let us solve the auxiliary problem of the minimization of Hen) (-). We have the WI, ' ' ' ,Wn --I 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4 
If matrices 
bnn and  
n- I  
K n = E ~ w, (c, - binb~lc~) 
I 
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are almost surely nonsingular, then the matrix w, minimizing H~ ....... 
n- I  
Wn A" r 'h - I  = ..,,_,,~n,, -- ~ wibinb~ 1,
1 
where 
n- I  n- I  
A. = K21G., Gn = E ~ ~ wi(b~j 
/=t  j f f i l  
Proof. See the Appendix. 
is given by 
(11) 
-1 t - bo, b.. b. j)wj.  (12) 
Now let us assume that the sequence of EEFs {f} is such that for every i = 1, 2 . . . .  one can 
select a weight matrix w~ such that the matrix 
0 
Eq-~q (wi(Yr(o, q) f  ,(Y,, q)) 
is nonsingular for every q ~ R a. 
Hence, under this assumption, we can select every weight matrix in an optimal way 
(we have now no = 1). 
These optimal matrices will be expressed in terms of the matrices b u, c;, i, j = 1 , . . . ,  and also 
in terms of the following matrices d~j, i ~< j = 1 . . . . .  related to the matrices b~j, i, j = 1 . . . . .  in the 
following way: 
i - - I  
d,, = b,7 ~ i = 1 , . . .  ; dj, = - ~ dlkbk,b~,' j = 1 . . . . .  i - 1. (13) 
kffij 
Assume for simplicity that constants a~,i =0,  1 . . . . .  are all equal to 1. This implies that 
#,= l/(i + 1),i =0  . . . . .  
Theorem 2 
Let ffm . . . .  be the optimal sequence of weight matrices. Then: 
i 
(i) ~,, = ~ Aj c~ dj, i = 1 . . . . .  
jffi¿ 
where matrices {A~} are d x d nonrandom matrices given by the following 
iterative relationships: 
i - - I  i - - I  i - - I  
(ii) Ki = E E A'iEc~djkCk + E A'jEc}d~,ci (14a) 
j f f i l  k f j  j= l  
and 
i - I  j i - I  i - I  
Gi = ~ E A~Ec~dklCkAk- ~. ~ A;Ec~djibudkiCkAk 
j f f i l  k f l  j f f i l  k - I  
as A I can be taken to be any nonsingular matrix. 
A~= K[-IGi, (14b) 
(ii) Let 
V,. = var ~,ic~ 
1 
then 
and 
trVi ~< trVi_ t i =2 ,3  . . . .  
E = .4 F'B~(A ~)-', 
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where 
and 
i i 
Ai = E E ASEcSdjkCk 
j= l  k=j  
i i 
B,= • Z A~Ec~dkjekA~. 
j= l  k=l  
Proof. See the Appendix. 
Note, that if r( i)= i -  1, i = 1 . . . . .  then all matrices d~j, i < j ,  are zero matrices, hence 
A1 =,  . . . .  = A, = . . .  and w~= c~b~7' as before. Unfortunately apart from this simple case the 
optimal matrices are very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. The only useful information which 
can be derived from the above-mentioned theorem is that the optimal weight matrices are linear 
combinations with nonrandom coefficients of matrices c~dj~, i >>. j  
As already mentioned, this information can be used to formulate other smaller reasonable 
admissible sets of weight matrices and then perform minimization once more (for this new 
admissible set) and find some suboptimal solutions. Knowing formulae given by the theorem, one 
can even try to estimate how much one is losing (in terms of the minimized functional) by choosing 
a suboptimal solution. 
As indicated before, the minimized functional is not sensitive on multiplying the obtained EF 
(to be used in the iterative procedure) by a nonrandom (i.e. with coordinates depending only on 
p ~ R d) nonsingular matrix. Hence "we have another choice to make". We can select this 
nonrandom nonsingular matrix in such a way as to optimize the second, deterministic, aspect of 
the convergence of procedure (3). This, however, is another problem, deserving fuller presentation 
elsewhere. At this point we want to stress only that the choice of this matrix forms a similar problem 
to the choice of a similar matrix in the numerical problem of using iterative procedures to solve 
systems of equations. 
To see how the theory presented above works and the difficulties involved let us consider the 
following examples. 
Examples 
(A) Let us start with the simple process already considered in Example 1. That is, let 
r7 [o] R2~ y~= xi q= 
LUiJ ' b ' 
where xe+~ = ax, + bu, + e~+ ~, where {ei} and {ui} are two independent sequences of L2 random 
variables. In addition, we assume that random variables ei, i = 1 . . . . .  are mutually independent 
and such that Ee~ = 0, Ee~ = a 2, i = 1 . . . . .  
We take 
f~(Y , ,q )=x, -ax ,_ , -bu ,_ , ,  r ,=(y ,  . . . . .  Yo) i= l  . . . . .  
If we assume additionally that random variable x0 is independent of the processes {e~}~ and 
{ui}~, then we obviously have E(f~(Yi, q) IY,_ , )= 0, i=  1 . . . . .  Thus {f~} is of the first-order 
sequence of EEFs. 
It is easy to calculate that 
b~j = {0  i :/: j  
a 2 i = j  
and 
ci = [x,, u,]. 
Hence, the optimal weight matrices are of the form 
w~(Y~-l'q)= A VX~-l ] 
where matrix A is a nonsingular nonrandom 2 x 2 matrix with elements mostly depending on q. 
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In order to avoid making the iterative identification procedure nonlinear we select A to be 
independent of q. However, for reasons which are obvious to those familiar with the use of 
numerical, iterative procedures to solve systems of equations (Newton-Raphson method), it would 
be advantageous to have a matrix A of the following form: 
[var va0ru] 
0 , 
which can be approximated by its estimator 
E 
I 
Hence we have shown, although not with full precision, that procedure (5) is the optimal one 
within the considered class. 
A similar argument can be used to justify the optimality of the well-known iterative procedures 
of identification; we mean the procedures called "least squares" [8] and "generalized least squares" 
[7]. The analogy with the simple procedure considered above is substantial since the EEFs 
appearing in these procedures are also linear with respect o the identified parameters. 
(B) To see the complications which arise when we deal with sequences of EEFs that are of orders 
higher than 1, let us consider the following simple example. 
Let the parameter to be identified be a in the following model: 
Xi+l=ClXi+~i+l  i----O . . . . .  l a l< l .  
However, the process observed is 
Yi = Xi q- tli" 
Let us assume that random variables x0, ~/0, ~, ~h, i = 1, . . . ,  are jointly Gaussian (or, as can be 
easily seen, elliptically contoured) such that Et l~=E~I~_I  =0, i = 1, . . . ;  and E~i~j =~26u, 
E~nj  = ~26 u, E~r l j  = s~ u, i , j  = 1 . . . .  ; where 6u denotes Kronecker's delta. 
We will take 
f~(Y~,a)= y~-ay i _ j  i=  1 , . . .  
to be the sequence of EEFs. Note that we have 
E( f , (Y , ,  a)lY,_2) = E(rl~ + ~-  arl,_~ IV,-:) = 0. 
Hence, the sequence {ft} is of second order. 
Using assumptions of normality, we obtain 
b u=0 for l i - j l 1>2,  b i i=E( rh+~i -a~h_ l )2=~2+~+2s+a2~ :d - f - -g (a )=g 
and 
df 
bi + 1. i = bi. i + ~ = E(rh  + ~i - a rh -  i ) (~  + t + ~i + i - arh) = - ay ~ - as  = - r (a ) = r. 
Simple calculations would yield 
d i /= ( r /g )~- J /g  i >1 j 
and 
ci = - E (y i  _ l [ Y i  - 2 ) = - E (x i _  l [ Y i  - 2). 
It is easy to note that E(x~_  ~[ ¥i-2) is the outcome of the Kalman filter for our problem. Hence, 
it is known that 
E(x i  [Yi- I ) = aYi- 1 "Jr r (a)  (Yi-  1 -- E (x i -  1 I Y i -  2))//~i, 
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where sequence x~ is generated by the formula  
r.~ = g - r2 /r~_ ~ x o given. 
Hence, the opt imal  weight matr ix  (in this part icu lar  case a scalar) is given by 
i 
wi(Yi-2, a) = ~. 2i(r/g)'+l-J(1/g)E(xj_l [Y j -2 ) ,  (15) 
2 
where the formulae for the ca lcu lat ion of  the coefficients 2~ are known,  a l though they are too 
compl icated to be appl ied practical ly. 
Hence the real value of  fo rmula  (15) lies in the fact that the opt imal  weight matr ix  is a l inear 
combinat ion  of  all previous observat ions,  i.e. w~ is a l inear combinat ion  o f  y,._ : , . . . ,  y~. On  the 
other  hand,  coefficients ( r /g )~ O. Hence,  one can speculate that, for pract ical  purposes,  it wou ld  
be enough to take a fixed, finite number  of  past observat ions  to const ruct  subopt ima l  weight 
matrices. 
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APPENDIX  
Proof of Theorem I 
Since by assumption there exists a set of weight matrices w~ . . . . .  w. such that H.(w, . . . . .  w.) is finite, we deduce that 
an optimal set also exists. 
Let ~w~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, be a d x k matrix with elements depending on Y,~0 and p and such that trE~w~,~w~ < oo. Let us 
consider the function g:R ~ ~ R, defined by 
Since fit ..... ft. are the optimal weight matrices, g. assumes its min imum at the point E, = ~2 . . . .  = E. = O. It is easy to 
note that the function g~ is differentiable, thus we must have 
ag.&, .El=0 =0 
~.=0 
After some standard algebra equation (A.I) yields 
where 
and 
i = 1 . . . . .  n. (A.I) 
tr{M-*( Ea~- ,Sw,~ aj- ,E(b,jw~ l Yeo) - e,A l ) (M')-* l = O, 
M=E i=1  . . . . .  n 
i 
A' - ' -  M- I  a l -  i a i - i  • 
i i 
Now, since equation (A. 1) must hold for an arbitrary choice of matrices #win . . . . .  $w., we deduce that the optimal matrices 
~,m . . . . .  ~, must satisfy the system of equations (9). 
To prove the second assertion let us consider the following construction. Let (fl, F, P) be the probability space on 
which observations {yj} are defined. Let L2(~, F, P) be the space of all square integrable random variables defined on 
(~, ~, P). 
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The condition that Vi I>1 matrices E( f f~lY , -m)  are nonsingular implies that matrices b,,, i ~> 1, are nonsingular. 
[,emma 3 implies that matrices 
c~ and ~b ls ,  i, j f f i l  . . . . .  n,  
have elements that belong to L2(fl, F, P). By L let us denote a linear space consisting of block matrices uch that 
vii and v, is k × d matrix whose elements belong to L2([~, F; P) and, 
V eL  ~*. V = moreover, are Y,o~ measurable and (maybe) functions of the 
LV,.] parameter q. 
L is thus a product of n × d × k spaces L2(f~, F, P). Let us equip L with the following scalar product: 
VW, V~L,  (W,  V)=t r  ~ Ew~v, 
i - - I  
Hence, L is a Hilbert space. 
Let F :L  --* L be a linear operator defined in the following way: 
The boundedness of F is almost obvious ince we have the assertion of Lemma 3. We will show now that F is one-to-one. 
Since F is linear we only have to show that Vf f iO~FV=O.  
Since, obviously, V = 0 =~ FV = 0, it remains to show that FV = 0 =~ V = O. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. suppose that for some V~L,  V#O,  we have FV=O.  Note that 
Hence, we would have 
~r~n vl l ~ L 
) 
Since v~ has all elements Y~o measurable, we have 
0= <I~,FV) = tr al_las_,Ev~bisvsftrvar a~_lv~f~ . (A.2) 
i-I j - I  l 
Let s be the largest index such that v, ~ O. Condition (A.2) is thus equivalent to the following: 
S- - |  
a,_,v;f ,  ffi - ~, a,_lv~f l a.s. onfL (A.3) 
Note that the nonsingularity of the matrix bu implies that P(v~f, # O)> O. 
It is so, for if it was otherwise we would have v;bu ffi 0, which is impossible since, v a # 0 and bn is nonsingular. 
Further, note that condition (A.3) implies that there must exist at least one index ? ~ s - 1 such that Vr # O. Let t 
be the largest such index. Hence the r.h.s, of condition (A.3) is at most Y, measurable. We will show now that the 
I.h.s. of condition (A.3) is Yj measurable following our assumptions. 
Suppose that it is not so, i.e. that v;f,  is only Y,_ ~ measurable. Let y be Y~_, a measurable vector such that v,y # 0; 
a.s. f:v~y = 0 a.s. Obviously, such a y exists. On the other hand, we have 
0 = y'v ;fff',v~y = (v,y)'E(f'ff~[ Y, _, ) (v,y). 
Since the matrix E( fg f ,  l¥,_~) is nonsinguiar with probability 1 (by assumption), we get contradiction. 
Thus, we have shown that under our assumptions condition (A.3) cannot take place and, consequently, that F is 
a one-to-one operator, which together with its boundedness implies that F has an inverse F-~ which is also linear and 
bounded. 
To complete the proof, note that multiplying the ith equation of system (9) by 
~ ,  for i f f i l  . . . . .  n, 
we get a new system of equations which can be written in the following form: 
FWf f iC  
where 
w c_  'c , 
i W:l b, c. 
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From Lemma 3 we deduce tha't C e L. 
Hence W = F-1C. Which proves the theorem. If r(i) = i - 1, then the system of equations (9) is trivial. Namely, we 
have 
a i_ ibiil~ = ciA i = 1 . . . .  , n. 
Hence, we obtain immediately the last assertion of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof o f  Corollary l 
To obtain (i) we multiply the l.h.s, of  the first equation of system (9) by aow t, the l.h.s, of the second equation by 
a~w 2 and so on. We add side-by-side qualities obtained in this manner and take expectation. 
To obtain (ii), we use an argument similar to that in the proof of the first assertion of Theorem 1, i.e. we consider 
the function 
t F(~ t . . . . .  E,) = trvar ai- ,(ff'i + ~i~wi)fi Oq , 
where matrices 6w, , . . . ,  6w, are as in the proof of Theorem 1, while matrices ff~ . . . . .  ft, are the optimal matrices for 
the considered minimization problem, E~, . . . ,¢ ,e  R. We have 
0F(E, . . . . .  E.) ~, = 0 ~ = 0 i = 1 . . . . .  n. (A.4) 
~.=0 
After standard algebra and an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1, we get the following system 
of equations: 
~a j_  ~g(buff:~ I Y~)  = ~,, 
j= l  
where 
It follows from Lemma 2, however, that 
6~=E( f i (y~,q)d  In ~(Y , ,  q) IY .0) .  
c~ = -? i .  Q.E.D. 
Proof o f  Lemrna 4 
We argue in a similar fashion to that in the proof of Theorem I. 
Let if,, be the weight matrix minimizing the functional 
H(") (.). 
W h  . . . ~ wn - I 
Let 6w be a d × k matrix whose elements are square integrable and Y~,) measurable. We consider the function 
_ ( . )  F(E) -H  . . . . . . . . . . .  (w ,+~w)  EeR.  
Since F reaches its minimum at E = O, we have 
dF(~ ) , = 0 
dE = O. 
After some standard algebra we obtain 
where 
n- I  
wibm+ff ,b~=A~c~,  
i=1 
Hence, if we knew matrix A,, we would have 
To find matrix A, let us consider the family of weight matrices of the form 
w, = A "c,b ~,' - b ~, I , 
i 
where A is some deterministic d × d matrix. 
(A.5) 
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Let us consider the functional /-7, defined on the set of all d x d matrices by the following formula: 
iTItA~-H (") (A ' , ' t , - ' - (~ 'w,  bL,)bTm'). 
X / - -  Wl , . . . ,Wn- I  ~t "~ ~P"  I1¢1 \ i= l  
We will minimize a ( . ) .  
Again, denoting the optimal matrix by 1{ any other d x d matrix by hA, considering the function F(Q =/if(,,[ + ~3A) 
and noting that it reaches its minimum at E = 0, we get after some standard algebra 
0 = 2tr[H. + .4'D.]-1fA'D.[H. + A'D.]- I  [H,a~ + A'DnA - G. - A'D,e.~ IIH~, + D~,A 1-1 = 0. 
Since the above equality must hold for any d x d matrix 6A we deduce that .4 must satisfy 
H..,{ = G.. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is based on Lemma 4 and, in particular, on equation (A.5). 
Notice that for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  the optimal matrices w~ have to satisfy the equation 
~ wjbji = A'ic'i i = 1, 2 . . . . .  
j= l  
Hence taking say n such equations we get 
bnH. hi2, bl3 . . . . .  bt. 
13 , bz2, b23 . . . . .  b2. 
[wt . . . . .  w.] [0 ,0 ,b33 . . . . .  b~, 
InL0 ,0 ,0 . . . . .  b~, 
= (A~c I . . . . .  A',c.]. (A.6) 
It is easy to note that the principal matrix of the system is nonsingular and its inverse will also have an upper triangular 
block structure, i.e. it will be of the form 
Moreover, that matrices d~j are given by equations (13). Hence, 
w,= ~ A~c~dj,. 
2 
i=1 
Thus it remains to prove equations (14a, b). 
We insert equation (A.7) into the formula defining the matrix K. (given in Lemma 4) and obtain 
K.= Ei~i ( /~ Ajcjdj,)(c,-b,b~'c.)" 
Changing the order of summation and noting that 
n- I  
E d, tb, = -d,,,b,,,, 
i=j 
(compare the definition of matrices dq), we obtain 
n- I  n - I  n - I  
K. = e E Y. A~ c~dj,¢,+ E A;Ec'jd.c.. 
j=t  i=j j= l  
Similarly, inserting equation (A.7) into equations 02), we obtain 
n- I  n~l  
G. E X --  ~ ~ A'kc'kdk~(b u bJz~,'b.l)d,.jc~A.,. 
i l l  j f f i l  k= l  m=l  
Now changing the order of summation first i and k then j and m, and utilizing the formula 
n- I  
E d, lbJ. = - d~,b,., 
j= l  
twice,  we  obta in  
n-- I  j n - I  n-- I  
G,,=E E E A~c~d.jc.,A.-E  E A'kc'kdub',"d"'Cc'A"" 
j - I  m- I  m- I  k=l  
(A.7) 
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In addition, we have 
and 
Hence 
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i=1 i=1 )=1 
i= l  j=l k=l  m=l  
= E dkibz] dmjcrnA m 
j=l m=l k i 
~E~ ~ A~cjdmjcmAm~Bn. 
j= l  m=l 
V.=var {IE ~=jw, c,]-' ~ wf~}= Ay'B.(A'.)-'. 
Q.E.D. 
